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Overview 
of the course

Change is a continuous process, and the mindset and practices of innovators are highly prized, 
now perhaps more than ever as leaders are required to respond to unforeseen challenges, and 
aspire to thrive rather than merely survive. This course increases the participant’s understanding 
your role as a leader in facilitating fresh thinking (and action) through others.  

Course elements

- Setting context: Linking to Organisational Purpose 
- The Innovation process 
- Types of innovation facilitation interventions
- Facilitation preparation
- Leveraging styles
- Planning for facilitating a creative session  
- Delivery, observation and feedback 
- Assessment 
- Support and co-delivery partnerships 

In this workshop leaders/teams will learn the practices, frameworks and thinking styles which 
form the basis of innovation facilitation – diagnostic, brief, meet, harvest, act, review - and how 
to facilitate the strengths and perspectives of a group to overcome challenges and drive clear 
solutions.  This module will explore alternative leadership styles, linking them to De Bono’s 6 
thinking hats so that teams can confidently and consciously choose alternative ways to think 
about issues, learn how to best use the strengths of the team to solve them.  On the second 
day of the workshop Leaders/the team would be invited to plan, prepare and lead a facilitated 
session to address a live issue using the techniques and process outlined in day 1. With feedback 
and coaching given by the facilitators using techniques practiced in the Art of Coaching and 
Feedback. 

Purpose Leading Self, Others and Organisation

Audience Senior Leaders 

Outcomes This course has impact on: 

Knowledge (Know): to explore alternative thinking styles to overcome live challenges for the 
organisation. How to facilitate a learning experience that engages, enthuses and empowers others. 

Skills (Do):  Build capability in how to apply the skills and techniques in real time. Set leaders up to 
lead a group through a process from issue to solution and a clear decision.  

Behaviour (Be): Drive confidence of individual leaders, support greater teamwork with leaders 
across the organisation in solving creative challenges leveraging the strengths of others.

Method 
of delivery

2 day face to face workshop

Leading Creatively


